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Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a research hot spot of scholars in recent years, in which node localization technology is one of the
key technologies in the field of wireless sensor network. At present, there are more researches on static node localization, but
relatively few on mobile node localization. The Monte Carlo mobile node localization algorithm utilizes the mobility of nodes to
overcome the impact of node velocity on positioning accuracy. However, there are still several problems: first, the demand for
anchor nodes is large, which makes the positioning cost too high; second, the sampling efficiency is low, and it is easy to fall into
the infinite loop of sampling and filtering; and third, the positioning accuracy and positioning coverage are not high. In order to
solve the above three problems, this paper proposes a Monte Carlo node location algorithm based on improved QUasi-Affine
TRansformation Evolutionary (QUATRE) optimization. The algorithm firstly selects the high-quality common nodes in the
range of one hop of unknown nodes as temporary anchor nodes, and takes the temporary anchor nodes and anchor nodes as
the reference nodes for positioning, so as to construct a more accurate sampling area; then, the improved QUATRE
optimization algorithm is used to obtain the estimated location of unknown nodes in the sampling area. Simulation experiments
show that the Monte Carlo node positioning algorithm based on the improved QUATRE optimization has higher positioning
accuracy and positioning coverage, especially when the number of anchor nodes is relatively small.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) has become a cutting-edge
technology in many fields of today’s life, such as smart home
[1], health care [2], precision agriculture [3], animal tracking,
forest fire detection, early landslide detection, and earth-
quake detection. WSN is a multihop self-organizing wireless
communication system composed of multiple sensor nodes.
At present, the research on wireless sensor network mainly
focuses on the optimization of wireless sensor network [4,
5] and the node localization of wireless sensor. The sensor
node localization is a key technology in WSN. The location
information of nodes in WSN is very important. For exam-
ple, in precision agriculture, the information collected by
sensors includes temperature, humidity, and ultraviolet
intensity; if the location information of nodes is not clear,
the collected data is not meaningful. In order to determine

the location of sensor nodes, many positioning algorithms
have been proposed, including the centroid positioning algo-
rithm, the DV-HOP positioning algorithm and its improved
algorithm, and the MDS-MAP positioning algorithm and its
improved algorithm. For example, in Reference [6], an
improved localization algorithm named SIC-DV-Hop is pro-
posed. The algorithm considers reduction of average distance
error, selection of anchors, and solving inconsistency issue in
centroid methods to enhance accuracy. In Reference [7], the
authors propose a cluster-based MDS localization algorithm
called MDS-MAP (CH) for WSN with energy holes. Simula-
tion results show that the improved MDS-MAP (CH) locali-
zation algorithm has achieved higher localization accuracy,
better balanced energy consumption, and stronger network
robustness. These algorithms are for static wireless sensor
network node localization scheme and do not consider the
mobility of sensor nodes. However, in many cases, sensor
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nodes are mobile, such as wildlife tracking and underground
miners positioning. In the above various application require-
ments, mobile WSN positioning is becoming more and more
important and valuable.

The early mobile WSN node localization is realized by
the periodic calculation of the static node localization algo-
rithm, but this kind of algorithm does not make use of the
mobility of nodes and has a large amount of calculation
and high communication cost [8–10]. The Monte Carlo node
localization algorithm uses the mobility of nodes, combined
with particle filter method, can effectively locate mobile
WSN nodes. In a certain range, the positioning accuracy will
improve with the increase of speed. However, the localization
algorithm also has the problems of too many anchor nodes,
low sampling efficiency, low positioning accuracy, and loca-
tion coverage. To solve the above problems, this paper
proposes an improved Monte Carlo node localization algo-
rithm based on temporary anchor nodes.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:

(1) We propose a temporary anchor node, which uses
both the temporary anchor node and the anchor
node as a positioning reference node to construct
the sampling area, which reduces the demand for
anchor nodes in the entire network and reduces the
cost of the entire network

(2) When the anchor node and the temporary anchor
node are used to construct the sampling area, the cor-
rection radius is used to correct the position of the
temporary anchor node, so that the position of the
temporary anchor node is more accurate, and the
sampling area is more accurate

(3) Aiming at the shortcomings of the QUasi-Affine
TRansformation Evolutionary (QUATRE) optimiza-
tion algorithm that the search speed is slow and easy
to fall into the local optimum, an improved QUATRE
(IQUATRE) optimization algorithm is proposed.
This algorithm combines reverse learning to generate
more uniform initial particles, and then divides the
particles into two groups and uses different evolution
strategies to find the optimal particle faster and more
accurately

(4) After constructing the sampling area, use the
IQUATRE optimization algorithm to find the opti-
mal particles. This algorithm greatly improves the
positioning accuracy and positioning coverage of
nodes

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the current research status of the Monte Carlo node position-
ing algorithm and the basic principles of the Monte Carlo
algorithm and the QUATRE algorithm are presented; in Sec-
tion 3, the Monte Carlo based on the improved QUATRE
optimization proposed in this paper is introduced; in Section
4, the simulation results are given and compared with other
similar algorithms; finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Research Status of Monte Carlo Node Localization
Algorithm. For the situation where unknown nodes move
and anchor nodes are not restricted, there are mainly two
positioning methods, one is to apply the static positioning
algorithm to dynamic network, periodically calculate the
location of unknown node, such algorithm has high commu-
nication cost, large amount of calculation, and the position-
ing accuracy will decrease with the increase of the
maximum speed of node movement; the other is using the
Monte Carlo method. The location of unknown nodes is cal-
culated periodically. This kind of algorithm makes use of the
mobility of nodes. In a certain range, the positioning accu-
racy will be improved with the increase of the maximum
speed of nodes. Therefore, this paper takes this kind of algo-
rithm as the research focus. Hu and Evans [11] proposed a
localization algorithm for mobile sensor networks, which is
called the Monte Carlo node localization (MCL) algorithm.
The core point of MCL is to use N discrete samples to esti-
mate the posterior probability and iteratively update using
importance sampling. The algorithm makes full use of the
mobility of nodes to improve the accuracy, and can achieve
better results in the case of limited storage space, but it
requires a large number of samples and a longer positioning
time, and the positioning accuracy is limited. Baggio and
Langendoen proposed the Monte Carlo box (MCB) location
algorithm [12] in 2006. The biggest difference between it and
the MCL algorithm is the introduction of the concept of
anchor box and sample box, which improves the sampling
efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm
improves the efficiency and energy consumption of position-
ing calculation. But it does not improve the positioning accu-
racy in essence, because the filtering conditions of MCB and
MCL are the same. The MSL∗ algorithm proposed in Refer-
ence [13] introduces common one-hop and two-hop nodes
and anchor nodes to colocate. This algorithm is suitable for
static and dynamic networks, and also improves the position-
ing accuracy. However, the disadvantages are obvious, the
communication consumption is very large, and it cannot be
used in actual positioning effectively. Li et al. [14] proposed
theMCL based on fuzzy theory in 2013. The fuzzy processing
of the signal energy value makes the filtering conditions accu-
rate, makes up for the shortcomings of the traditional MCL,
and shortens the positioning time. Juqin et al. [15] intro-
duced dead reckoning method on the basis of MCL and pro-
posed an improved adaptive Monte Carlo method.
Compared with the MCL algorithm, the improved MCL
algorithm can still ensure higher positioning accuracy when
the number of sampling particles is small. But in the process
of positioning, additional hardware is needed to provide data
such as heading angle, which increases additional expenses.
In Reference [16], Haoshan et al. proposed a Monte Carlo
node localization algorithm based on time sequence. The
algorithm uses the sequence of feedback signals from neigh-
bor anchor nodes within one-hop range to form the sampling
area. The sampling area is further reduced, and the position-
ing accuracy is improved. However, this algorithm only aims
at the situation that anchor nodes are very dense, and it is
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difficult to achieve the positioning conditions when the
anchor nodes are sparse. The combination of the intelligent
algorithm with less parameters and simple calculation with
theMonte Carlo node localization algorithm has also become
a popular improvement method. Lu and Wang [17] proposed
a Monte Carlo mobile node localization algorithm based on
Newton interpolation in the literature, which uses inherited
Newton interpolation. The mobile node inherits the historical
trajectory prediction mechanism to estimate the current
motion speed and direction of the mobile node, and uses the
particle filter optimized by weight to prevent particle collection
loss. The algorithm effectively avoids the degradation of parti-
cles and improves the positioning accuracy. However, the
localization coverage of the algorithm needs to be improved.
In Reference [18], the differential evolution algorithm and
the Monte Carlo node localization algorithm are combined
to improve the positioning accuracy. However, the use of hard-
ware equipment to measure the distance leads to large energy
consumption of the whole network and reduces the life cycle
of the network. Although there are many algorithms to
improve the MCL algorithm, there are still some problems in
this algorithm, which has a certain improvement space.

2.2. Monte Carlo Node Localization Algorithm. The Monte
Carlo localization (MCL) algorithm was first used in robot
localization [19]. Then in 2004, it was first used in wireless
sensor networks by Hu et al. The core of MCL is to useN dis-
crete samples to estimate posterior probability, and impor-
tance sampling is used to update iteratively. The algorithm
makes full use of the mobility of the nodes to improve the
positioning accuracy. In a certain range, the greater the speed
of the nodes, the higher the positioning accuracy.

2.2.1. Main Steps of MCL Algorithm. We assume that time is
divided into discrete time units. Because the node is mobile, it
needs to be relocated in each time unit.Mobile location problem
can be expressed in the form of state space: Let t be the discrete
time, Lt be the position distribution of nodes at time t, andOt be
the observation value of anchor nodes received from t − 1 to t
time. The transition equation Pðlt ∣ lt−1Þ describes that the pre-
diction of the current position of the node is based on the pre-
vious position, and the observation equation Pðlt ∣OtÞ
describes the observation of the anchor node based on the node
position. N samples Lt are used to represent the distribution of
possible positions of nodes. Our algorithm calculates the sample
set of each time step recursively. Since Lt−1 reflects all previous
observations, we use Lt−1 andOt to calculate Lt. TheMCL algo-
rithm is mainly divided into the following steps:

(1) Initialization

Since the initial node does not have the location informa-
tion of the previous time, N samples L0 = fl10, l20, l30⋯⋯g are
obtained in the whole deployment area.

(2) Prediction

In the prediction step, the node starts from the set of pos-
sible positions calculated in the previous step Lt−1 and applies
the movement model to each sample to obtain a set of new

samples Lt . Let us assume that a node does not know its speed
and direction, except that it knows that its speed is less than
vmax. Therefore, if the previous step lit−1 is a possible position
of the node, then the current possible position is contained in
the circular region where lit−1 is the original center and vmax is
the radius. We use dðl1, l2Þ to represent the Euclidean dis-
tance between two points l1 and l2. If the velocity is uniformly
distributed in the interval ½0, vmax�, the current position prob-
ability estimated based on the previous position is uniformly
distributed, as shown in the following equation:

P lt , lt−1ð Þ =
1

πv2max
, d lt , lt−1ð Þ < vmax,

0, d lt , lt−1ð Þ ≥ vmax:

8><
>: ð1Þ

Therefore, the set R calculated in the prediction stage
contains a location randomly selected from a circle with a
radius vmax around each possible location point in Lt−1.

(3) Filtration

Filter out the impossible samples according to the new
observation data. Suppose that the communication radius
of the node is r, and the common nodes within one hop
can forward the information of anchor nodes. Let S be the
set of one-hop anchor nodes of unknown node n and T the
set of two-hop anchor nodes of n; then, the filtering formula
for samples is shown in the following equation:

filter lð Þ = ∀s ∈ S, d l, sð Þ ≤ r∧∀s ∈ T , d l, sð Þ ≤ 2r: ð2Þ

The sample filtering formula shows that when the sample
point should meet the following conditions, the distance
from the one-hop anchor node to the unknown node should
be less than r, and the distance from the two-hop anchor
node to the unknown node should be less than 2r. If the
condition is satisfied, the sample weight is set to 1; if not,
the sample weight is set to 0.

(4) Resampling

After filtering, the unqualified samples can be removed,
but the number of samples will be insufficient. Therefore, it
is necessary to repeat the prediction and filtering steps until
enough samples are obtained or the maximum number of sam-
ples is reached. The idea of resampling is to remove samples
with small weight and increase samples with heavy weight.

TheMCL algorithm uses the importance samplingmethod,
but the conditional variance of importance weight will increase,
which will lead to algorithm degradation. Therefore, the algo-
rithm needs to set a reasonable number of effective samples
Neff ; when the number of effective samples is lower than the
fixed threshold N threshold, resampling is necessary.

(5) Position calculation

After obtaining enough samples, the weighted average
value of all samples is obtained, which is the estimated posi-
tion of unknown nodes.
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2.2.2. MCL Algorithm Analysis. The MCL algorithm makes
use of the mobility of nodes and provides a new idea for
mobile node location in WSN. It is advanced and defective.

The advantages of the MCL algorithm are as follows:

(1) The algorithm does not need ranging, there is no addi-
tional hardware and no complex calculation, and the
algorithm process is simple and easy to implement

(2) The algorithm makes use of the mobility of the nodes
and overcomes the obstruction of the node’s velocity
on the positioning accuracy in the traditional mobile
node localization

The disadvantages of the MCL algorithm are as follows:

(1) Because the sampling area is too large, the sampling
efficiency is very low and may even fall into the dead
cycle of sampling and filtering

(2) Sampling and filtering process is a time-consuming
and energy-consuming process, which may not
obtain enough samples many times

(3) The localization accuracy of the MCL algorithm
depends on the density of anchor nodes. When the
density of anchor nodes in WSN is small, the posi-
tioning error will be larger

2.3. QUATRE Optimization Algorithm. In recent years, opti-
mization problem has been favored by many scholars. Many
optimization algorithms are inspired by nature, such as biol-
ogy, population, and physics, for example, the genetic algo-
rithm (GA) [20], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [21],
differential evolution (DE) algorithm [22], ant colony (ACO)
algorithm [23], artificial bee colony (ABC) optimization [24],
firefly algorithm (FA) [25], bat algorithm (BA) [26], cat colony
optimization (CSO) algorithm [27], and QUasi-Affine TRans-
formation Evolutionary (QUATRE) algorithm [28]. The opti-
mization process of the natural inspired intelligent algorithm
usually generates a group of randomly initialized particles,
which are combined, migrated, or evolved in a predefined
algorithm. These algorithms are effective methods to get
acceptable solutions to complex problems by trial and error
in a reasonable time. The QUATRE (QUasi-Affine TRansfor-
mation Evolutionary) algorithm is a new optimization algo-
rithm proposed by Meng et al. In 2016, compared with other
intelligent algorithms, the QUATRE algorithm has simpler
structure and fewer parameters. Moreover, the QUATRE
algorithm enhances the cooperation among particles and has
strong global search ability. In Reference [28], the QUATRE
algorithm is compared with several improved particle swarm
optimization algorithms and improved differential evolution
algorithm. The results show that the QUATRE algorithm per-
forms well in both single-mode and multimode functional
models, and has better global search ability.

2.3.1. QUATRE Algorithm Theory. Since the evolution for-
mula of the QUasi-Affine TRansformation Evolutionary
(QUATRE) algorithm is similar to affine transformation in
geometry, its name is obtained. Its evolution formula is

shown as follows:

X̂ = �M ⊗ X̂ +M ⊗ B: ð3Þ

In Equation (3), X̂ is the individual population matrix,
which contains multiple individuals. X̂ = ðX1, X2,⋯,XpsÞT,
where ps is the individual size in the population, M is the
coevolutionary matrix, �M is the incidence matrix of M, B is
the evolution guidance matrix, and ⊗ is the bitwise multipli-
cation operation of the matrix. If G is the population evolu-
tion algebra, then the i-th individual in the G generation
population can be expressed as XiG, and the corresponding
G generation population can be expressed as X̂G =
ðX1,G, X2,G,⋯,Xps,GÞT.

Mis an automatically generated matrix transformed from
the initial matrix Minit. For simplicity, Minit is a lower trian-
gular matrix with a value of 1. Equation (4) gives the trans-
formation of M matrix from Minit.

Minit =

1

1 1

⋯

1 1 ⋯ 1

2
666664

3
777775
~

1 1

⋯

1 1 ⋯ 11

1

2
666664

3
777775
=M:

ð4Þ

Equation (4) is divided into two steps. Firstly, all elements
in each row vector are randomly arranged, and then, all the
row vectors in the matrix are randomly arranged. Among
them, the number of rows ps in the matrix represents the
number of individuals in the population, and the dimension
D of the row vector represents the dimension of the individ-
ual. In general, the population size ps in the optimization
algorithm is larger than the individual dimension D. At this
time, the line vector needs to be expanded from D to ps.
Equation (5) introduces the examples when the population
size ps meets the requirements of ps/d = s and ps%d = k:

Minit =

1

1 1

⋯

1 1 ⋯ 1

1

1 1

⋯

1 1 ⋯ 1

⋮

1

1 1

2
666666666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777777777775

~

1 1

⋯

1 1 ⋯ 1

1

⋯

1 ⋯ 1

1

1 ⋯ 1

⋮

1 1

1 ⋯ 1

2
666666666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777777777775

=M:

ð5Þ
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In Equation (5), the first s ∗D is the concatenation of s
lower triangular matrices of D ∗D, and the last k is the first
k rows of the lower triangular matrix. All the elements in
the incidence matrix �M of M are obtained by the inversion
of the elements in M, that is, 1 is replaced by 0 and 0 is
replaced by 1.

Each individual has an evolutionary guidance vector BiG.
There are several different ways to generate BiG, which are
represented by QUATRE/x/y. Different evolution guidance
vectors are suitable for different scenarios. Table 1 shows sev-
eral different strategies for calculating BiG. xgbest,G represents
the optimal individual of G generation; r1, r2, r3, and r4 rep-
resent the number of individuals in the population.

2.3.2. Basic Flow of QUATRE Algorithm. The basic flow of the
QUATRE algorithm is as follows:

(1) Initialize the particle population, in the search space
½Xmin, Xmax�, randomly initialize the particle swarm
of population size, calculate the fitness value fitnessð
Xi,GÞ of the evaluation function of the particles in
the population, and mark the optimal solution
Xgbest in the population and the particle history opti-
mal solution Xpbest

(2) Update the particle population according to Equation
(3)

(3) Calculate the fitness value fitnessðXi,GÞ of the evalua-
tion function of each particle

(4) Compare the fitness value of the evaluation function
of each particle with the fitness value of the historical

optimal solution fitnessðXi,GÞ. If it is better, update
the particle swarm and set the current particle as
the historical optimal solution

(5) Compare the fitness value of the evaluation function
of each particle with the global optimal particle fit-
ness value, and if it is better, set the current position
as the global optimal

(6) If it is less than the iteration accuracy or reaches the
maximum number of iterations, the calculation ends
and the result is output. Otherwise, go to step (2)

3. Monte Carlo Node Location Based on
Improved QUATRE Optimization

3.1. Sampling Area Construction and Filtering Based on
Temporary Anchor Nodes

3.1.1. Algorithm Design. The basic idea is as follows: the algo-
rithm based on the sampling area construction and filtering
of temporary anchor nodes proposed in this section is differ-
ent from the sampling filtering in the RMCL algorithm. It is
to select ordinary nodes as temporary anchor nodes and
anchor nodes as reference nodes for unknown nodes. The
biggest difference between the sampling region construction
and filtering algorithm proposed in this section and the
RMCL algorithm is that ordinary nodes are selected as tem-
porary anchor nodes and temporary anchor nodes and
anchor nodes are used as reference nodes of unknown nodes
to calculate the location of unknown nodes. When the num-
ber of anchor nodes is relatively small, the precise sampling
area can be reduced by using the combined positioning
method of temporary anchor nodes and anchor nodes.

Table 1: Six kinds of matrix BiG generation strategies in the QUATRE algorithm.

No. QUATRE/x/y Equation

1 QUATRE/target/2 B = Xi,G + F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ + F ⋅ Xr3,G − Xr4,Gð Þ
2 QUATRE/best/1 Bi,G = Xgbest,G + F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ
3 QUATRE/target/1 Bi,G = Xi,G + F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ
4 QUATRE/rand/1 Bi,G = Xr0,G + F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ
5 QUATRE/target-to-best/2 Bi,G = Xi,G + F ⋅ Xgbest,G − Xi,G

� �
+ F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ

6 QUATRE/target-to-rand/1 Bi,G = Xi,G + F ⋅ Xr0,G − Xi,Gð Þ + F ⋅ Xr1,G − Xr2,Gð Þ

Initialization: Initially the node has no knowledge of its location N is a constant that denotes the number of samples to maintain Lt−1
A0 = fðx, yÞjxmin < x < xmax, ymin < y < ymaxg
L0 = fli0jli0 = ðxi0, yi0Þ, 0 ≤ i ≤Ng
Step 1: Construct sampling area;

Ai
t = fðxmin, xmaxÞ ; ðymin, ymaxÞg

Step 2: Sampling and Filtering;
while (size(Lt)<N)
R = flit jlit = ðxit , yitÞg
Done

Algorithm 1: Sampling area construction and filtering based on temporary anchor nodes.
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The following sections are a detailed description of sev-
eral important parts of the Algorithm 1, such as the selection
of temporary anchor nodes and the construction of sampling
areas.

3.1.2. Selection of Temporary Anchor Nodes. Given an
unknown node i, the common nodes in the communication
range are k, the distance between them is rik, and ns is the
number of anchor nodes within one hop. Determine the
number of temporary anchor nodes according to the number
of anchor nodes. According to the distance between the com-
mon node and the unknown node, one or several common
nodes closest to the unknown node are selected as temporary
anchor nodes.

As shown in Figure 1, when ns ≥ 3, there is no need to
select temporary anchor nodes, and only anchor nodes are
used for positioning.

As shown in Figure 2, when ns = 2, at most one common
node k within one-hop range closest to the unknown node is
selected as the temporary anchor node for positioning.

As shown in Figure 3, when ns = 1, at most two common
nodes k within the range of one hop that are closest to the
unknown node are selected as temporary anchor nodes for
positioning.

As shown in Figure 4, when ns = 0, at most three com-
mon nodes k within the one-hop range that are closest to
the unknown node are selected as temporary anchor nodes
for positioning.

3.1.3. Sampling Area Construction.Use xmin ; xmax ; ymin ; ymax
to constrain the sampling area; ðxj, yjÞ are the coordinates of
anchor node j; ðxk, ykÞ are the coordinates of temporary
anchor node k; n is the number of anchor nodes that can be
heard; rij is the distance between the unknown node i and
the anchor node j; rik is the distance between the unknown
node i and the temporary anchor node k; TAN (temporary
anchor node) is the temporary anchor node. First, use anchor
nodes and temporary anchor nodes to construct a distance
box. On this basis, combine the particle swarm at the previ-
ous moment to construct the sampling area. The specific
method is as follows: If the number of anchor nodes n is
greater than 3, then the anchor node observation value is
used for reference positioning. Do not select available tempo-
rary anchor nodes. Then, the distance box is shown in the fol-
lowing equations:

xmin = max xj − rij
� �

, ð6Þ

xmax = min xj + rij
� �

, ð7Þ

ymin = max yj − rij
� �

, ð8Þ

ymax = min yj + rij
� �

: ð9Þ

If the number of anchor nodes is n less than 3, appropri-
ate temporary anchor nodes and anchor nodes should be
selected as reference nodes. Then, the distance box is shown

in the following equations:

xmin = max xmin, xk − rikð Þ, ð10Þ

xmax = min xmax, xk + rikð Þ, ð11Þ
ymin = max ymin, yk − rikð Þ, ð12Þ

ymax = min ymax, yk + rikð Þ: ð13Þ
If the sample set at the previous time is empty, the dis-

tance box is the sampling area. If the sample set at the previ-
ous time is not empty, the sampling area is the movement
information of the node added to the distance box, and the
sampling area is shown as follows:

xmin = max xmin, xit−1 − vmax
� �

, ð14Þ

xmax = min xmax, xit−1 + vmax
� �

, ð15Þ

ymin = max ymin, y
i
t−1 − vmax

� �
, ð16Þ

ymax = min ymax, y
i
t−1 + vmax

� �
: ð17Þ

3.1.4. Correction Radius. The coordinates of the temporary
anchor node are the position coordinates of the node at the
previous moment. If the last time coordinate position infor-
mation is used without correction, a relatively large error will
occur. These errors will continue to accumulate with the iter-
ation of the algorithm. Therefore, we use the correction
radius to reduce the adverse effects of the error. The correc-
tion radius is set to the maximum movement speed vmax of
the node.

As shown in Figure 5, if we do not consider the correction
radius, a part of the effective sampling area will be lost.
Figure 6 shows the sampling area after increasing the correc-
tion radius.

3.2. Improved QUATRE Optimization Algorithm. Although
the QUATRE algorithm is advanced in the model, it has bet-
ter search capabilities than other algorithms, but like other

rij

rij

Unknown node
Anchor node

One hop normal node
Temporary anchor node

rij

Figure 1: The selection of temporary anchor nodes when the
number of anchor nodes is ns ≥ 3.
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optimization algorithms, the QUATRE algorithm also has
the same defects, such as premature convergence and search
stagnation. In response to the above problems, a variant algo-
rithm of the QUATRE algorithm has also been proposed.
The C-QUATRE [29] algorithm divides the entire popula-

tion into two populations at random to improve the perfor-
mance of the population, so that the inferior population is
selected by pairwise competition between the two groups
and evolved. For S-QUATRE [30], it divides the entire popu-
lation into two groups, namely, the superior group and the
inferior group using the sorting strategy, and its individual
evolution only changes in the inferior group. Both of these
two variants use an evolutionary guidance vector to enhance
the performance of the QUATRE algorithm, which improves
the performance of the algorithm to a certain extent, but
there are still certain defects. The initial particles of the QUA-
TRE algorithm and its variants are all randomly generated by
sampling, which cannot guarantee the diversity of the initial
particles; a single evolutionary guide vector and a fixed scale
factor cannot satisfy the entire evolution process of the entire
population of particles. Therefore, an improved QUATRE
algorithm (IQUATRE) is proposed to improve the QUATRE
algorithm from the following three aspects. The basic idea of
the improvement is first use the reverse learning strategy to
increase the initial population diversity, then select different
mutation methods for different populations, and finally pro-
pose an adaptive scale factor.

3.2.1. Reverse Learning Strategy Generates Initial Population.
The initial population with good diversity can have a good
effect on the convergence speed and solution accuracy of
the algorithm. In the traditional QUATRE algorithm, the ini-
tial population is randomly generated, that is, the range of
values is known, and values are randomly selected in the area
according to the upper and lower limits of the value range.
However, the population diversity of randomly generated
methods cannot be guaranteed. In order to improve the
diversity of the initial population, this algorithm introduces
a reverse learning strategy to generate the initial population.
First generate N initial populations, and then generate the
reverse population of the initial population according to the
reverse strategy, and then calculate the fitness values of the
initial population and the reverse population, respectively,
and retain individuals with better fitness values into the final
initial population. The calculation formula of reverse individ-
ual is shown as follows:

Ri = Ai + Bi − ri, ð18Þ

where R represents the reverse individual, A and B, respec-
tively, represent the upper and lower limits of the individual,
r represents the initial individual, and i represents the dimen-
sion of the vector.

3.2.2. Evolutionary Guidance Vector Generation Strategy for
Dual Groups. The evolution guide vector BiG of the QUATRE
algorithm adopts different mutation schemes and often
shows different performance when solving different optimi-
zation problems, because different mutation schemes have
different evolution capabilities. The “QUATRE/best/1”
mutation scheme uses the best individuals discovered so far
to guide the search direction, so it has a very fast convergence
speed and excellent local search capabilities. But it is easy to
fall into the local optimum, leading to premature
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One hop normal node
Temporary anchor node

Figure 2: The selection of temporary anchor nodes when the
number of anchor nodes is ns = 2.
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Figure 3: The selection of temporary anchor nodes when the
number of anchor nodes is ns = 1.
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Figure 4: The selection of temporary anchor nodes when the
number of anchor nodes is ns = 0.
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convergence. The mutation scheme “QUATRE/rand/1” is
the most commonly used, powerful, and robust mutation
scheme. Although the local search capability is insufficient,
the exploration capability is relatively strong and the popula-
tion diversity is maintained. In order to combine the advan-
tages of the two mutation schemes, this chapter uses two
different mutation schemes based on the QUATRE algo-
rithm. The details are as follows: First, the initial population
is randomly divided into two small populations, the fitness
values of the individuals in the two small populations are
compared in pairs, and the winners are reclassified into the
superior population, and the inferior population is divided
into the inferior population. The winning population adopts
the mutation method of “QUATRE/best/1” and has relatively
strong local search ability. The inferior population adopts the
mutation method of “QUATRE/rand/1”, which has strong
global search ability. Figure 7 shows the basic ideas of the
two mutation schemes.

3.2.3. Adaptive Scale Factor. Throughout the evolution stage,
the scale factor has a great influence on the search ability of
the algorithm. When solving problems of different scales, it
is difficult to use the same scale factor to adapt to different
evolutions. Therefore, this chapter proposes an adaptive scale
factor.

In the early stage of the algorithm, in order to avoid the
algorithm falling into the local optimum, a larger scale factor
is used to make the algorithm perform a comprehensive
global search in the solution space. In the later stage, in order
to retain the elite solution, the scale factor is reduced to make
the algorithm have strong local search capabilities. Improve
the optimization accuracy of the algorithm. The update strat-
egy of the g-th generation scale factor is shown in the follow-
ing equation:

F = Fl + Fu − Flð Þ × f gbad − f gbest
f 1bad − f 1best

, ð19Þ

where F represents the scale factor of the g-th generation, Fl
represents the lower limit of the scale factor, Fu represents
the upper limit of the scale factor, f gbad represents the worst
value of the fitness value of the g-th generation particle eval-
uation function, and f gbest represents the g-th generation par-
ticle evaluation function. The optimal value of the fitness
value f 1bad represents the worst value of the fitness value of
the initialized particle evaluation function, and f 1best repre-
sents the optimal value of the fitness value of the initialized
particle evaluation function.

3.2.4. IQUATRE Algorithm Flow. The basic flow of the
IQUATRE algorithm is as follows:

(1) Use the reverse learning strategy to generate the ini-
tial particle population, calculate the fitness value
fitnessðXi,GÞ of the evaluation function of the parti-
cles in the population, compare the fitness value of
the evaluation function of the particles in pairs, and
divide them into superior and inferior populations,
and mark the optimal solution Xgbest in the popula-
tion and the particle historical optimal solution
Xpbest

(2) Use different evolution strategies and scale factors for
different populations
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Figure 5: Sampling area constructed without correction radius.
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Figure 6: The sampling area constructed by adding a modified
radius.
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Figure 7: Selection of mutation methods.
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(3) Update the particle population using Equation (3)

(4) Calculate the fitness value fitnessðXi,GÞ of the evalua-
tion function of each particle

(5) Compare the fitness value of the evaluation function
of each particle with the fitness value of the historical
optimal solution fitnessðXi,GÞ. If it is better, update
the particle swarm and set the current particle as
the historical optimal solution

(6) Compare the fitness value of the evaluation function
of each particle with the global optimal particle fit-
ness. If it is better, set the current position as the
global optimal

(7) If it is less than the iteration accuracy or reaches the
maximum number of iterations, the calculation ends
and the result is output. Otherwise, go to step (2)

3.3. Monte Carlo Node Location Algorithm Based on
Improved QUATRE Optimization. The Monte Carlo node
location algorithm based on improved QUATRE evolution
(IQUATRE_RMCL) uses the IQUATRE evolution algorithm
to replace the prediction and filtering steps in the TANRMCL
algorithm proposed in the previous chapter, and no longer
uses the weighted average of the sampled particles to calcu-
late the position of the unknown node. It uses the IQUATRE
algorithm to find the optimal node position in the sampling
area.

3.3.1. Fitness Function. The goal of the IQUATRE_RMCL
algorithm optimization is to minimize the distance between
the predicted position and the anchor node and temporary
anchor node within one hop, and the difference between
the actual position and the distance between the anchor node
and temporary anchor node within one hop. In the iterative
process of the IQUATRE algorithm, the individuals with
the least fitness are retained. Assuming that dij is the distance
between the unknown node i and the anchor node or tempo-
rary anchor node j within one-hop range measured accord-
ing to RSSI, the coordinates of the unknown node are
ðxi, yiÞ, and the coordinates of the anchor node or temporary
anchor node are ðxj, yjÞ, M represents the total number of
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An improved QUATRE algorithm is 
used to find the optimal location 
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construct the sampling area
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Y

N

Figure 8: The IQUATRE_RMCL algorithm process diagram.
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Figure 9: The localization algorithm of different algorithms.
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temporary anchor nodes and anchor nodes within one hop of
the unknown node, and the fitness function is shown in the
following equation:

fitnessi = 〠
M

j=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xj − xi
� �2 + yj − yi

� �2
r

− dij: ð20Þ

3.3.2. IQUATRE_RMCL Algorithm Process. The algorithm
process of IQUATRE_RMCL is shown in Figure 8.

4. Simulation and Analysis of the Algorithm

The simulation experiment in this chapter is carried out in
the Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2450M CPU, clocked at
1.60GHz, 1.80GHz, and 8GB memory platform, and
MATLAB 2015b simulation environment.

Experiments will compare the algorithm proposed in this
chapter with the classical method and the algorithm pro-
posed in the previous chapter, such as RMCL, TANRMCL,
QUATRE_RMCL, QUATRE_RMCL, and DE-MCL in terms
of positioning accuracy, positioning coverage, maximum
speed, anchor node density, etc. In the simulation experi-
ment, 320 nodes are randomly deployed in a 500 ∗ 500 rect-
angular area, among which there are 30 anchor nodes with
known locations, and the remaining nodes are unknown
nodes. We assume that all sensors have the same communi-
cation distance of 50 meters. A node can hear another node
in r radio range and directly communicate with the node in
r radio range.

In order to simulate the mobility of nodes, it is assumed
that all nodes follow the random waypoint (RWP) model.
RWP is a commonly used model in mobile ad hoc networks.
The speed of each node in the network can be randomly
changed between 0 and vmax in each time step.

Figure 9 shows the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm, RMCL
algorithm, TANRMCL algorithm, QUATRE_RMCL algo-
rithm, and DE-MCL algorithm after 50 time steps, the
change in positioning error, and the comparison of the posi-
tioning error of each algorithm in each time step. At the same
time, it can be seen from Figure 10 that the positioning error
of the algorithm proposed in this chapter is smaller than that
of the other algorithms most of the time, which is 83%
smaller than the average positioning error of the RMCL algo-
rithm and 75% smaller than that of the DE-MCL algorithm.
The positioning error is 50% smaller than the TANRMCL
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Figure 10: Influence of maximum velocity vmax on positioning
error.
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algorithm and 50% smaller than the QUATRE_RMCL
algorithm.

Figure 10 shows that the change of the maximum speed
has different effects on the positioning errors of several algo-
rithms. When the moving speed of the node is relatively slow,
the sampling area based on the moving speed will be rela-
tively small, and the actual position of the node may fall out-
side the sampling area; and when the moving speed of the
node is too large, the sampling area will come from the move-
ment speed constraint will be smaller, and the sampling area
will be relatively larger, thereby reducing the positioning
accuracy of the node. Therefore, when the maximum speed
increases within a certain range, the positioning accuracy of
the node will increase with the increase of the maximum
speed, but beyond this range, the positioning accuracy will
decrease instead. Among them, the RMCL algorithm, the
DE-MCL algorithm, the TANRMCL algorithm, the QUA-
TRE_RMCL algorithm, and the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm
all achieve the maximum positioning accuracy when vmax is
around 0:7r.

Figure 11 shows the changes in location coverage of sev-
eral algorithms. Location coverage refers to the ratio of the
number of successfully located nodes to all unknown nodes
in a time step. The RMCL algorithm and DE-MCL algorithm
are sampling anchor node reference positioning, while the
TANRMCL algorithm, QUATRE_RMCL algorithm, and
IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm not only use anchor nodes but
also select temporary anchor nodes to locate together. In con-
trast, the latter three algorithms are easier to achieve posi-
tioning conditions. In theory, the location coverage of
nodes will be higher. Among them, the RMCL algorithm
has the lowest location coverage rate, which is around 80%.
The location coverage rate of the DE-MCL algorithm is rela-
tively improved, floating around 85%~90%, while the
TANRMCL algorithm, QUATRE_RMCL algorithm, and
IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm are relatively large. The
improved location coverage rate fluctuates around
95%~98%, 97%~100%, and 97%~100%, respectively.

The anchor node density greatly affects the cost of the
entire mobile WSN, so maintaining high positioning accu-
racy under the condition of low anchor node density is an
important basis for our research. As shown in Figure 12, it
shows the change in the positioning accuracy of the node
when the anchor node density changes from 0.5 to 2.5.
Among them, the TANRMCL algorithm, the QUATRE_
RMCL algorithm, and the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm can
still maintain relatively accurate positioning under the condi-
tion of low anchor node density, and the positioning accu-
racy of the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm is more accurate.

5. Conclusion

In summary, this article first selects the temporary anchor
node, locates other nodes together with the temporary
anchor node, and indirectly increases the number of refer-
ence nodes, then uses the correction radius to correct the
error of the temporary anchor node, and finally optimizes
the IQUATRE algorithm used to find the location of
unknown nodes. Especially in the sparse anchor node envi-

ronment, the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm greatly improves
the positioning accuracy and positioning coverage. Although
the IQUATRE-RMCL algorithm is a positioning algorithm
based on ranging, its hardware requirements are not high,
and it can meet the low-cost and high-precision mobile
WSN positioning requirements. Since the movement of sen-
sor nodes is random, the next step will be to study the algo-
rithm in this paper under other node movement models.
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